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INTRODUCTION
The all new V65 sets a new standard. Powerful and
progressive, she represents the exciting future of the
Princess V Class range.
When entertaining, her spacious cockpit inspires
relaxation with a sun pad and well equipped dining
area leading to the fully equipped aft galley. This
flexible deck saloon model can be climate controlled
or opened to the elements via sliding doors and
window, a retractable sunroof. Below deck, eight
guests enjoy four beautifully appointed cabins all
bathed in natural light from elegant hull glazing, with
the option of a further cabin aft for occasional guests
or crew, which is available with either one or two bunk
configuration.
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V CLASS

Take the helm and the variable geometry of the
deep-V hull assuredly translates any surge of power
into taut handling. Enjoy a spirited dash across the
ocean in a Princess V Class, a paradox of responsive
power and exclusive luxury.
The pioneering deep-V hulls are born from Princess’
naval architect’s obsession with exceptional
seakeeping and voluminous space. Their sculpted
form is shaped from a lightweight, resin-infused hull
composite which can create greater internal volume
compared to standard hull production methods.
This ingenious design ensures it requires less power
and burns less fuel to achieve its maximum design
speed. Such precision thinking gives rise to the most
exhilarating performance, defined by its efficiency,
agility and poise. So whether you’re slicing through
the seas at 38 knots or navigating stormy waters – a
foundation of superior engineering rides with you.

PRINCESS V40
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EXTERIOR DESIGN

The fluid exterior graphic of the V65 silhouette is
unmistakably V Class, from the contemporary hull
windows to the progressive new graphic language
with canopy styling blade, her powerful yet elegant
form generates a dynamic, agile stance.
All of the traditional qualities of craftsmanship
and refinement are displayed and reinvented in a
deliberately more involving design concept. Clean
flowing precise lines accentuate the spear-less double
curvature deckhouse glazing and soft facetted
geometry defines the interior joinery to create a truly
captivating environment.
The very essence of V Class is powerful, progressive
and adventurous; V Class blends iconic design,
exceptional engineering and unrivalled craftsmanship
to create an unforgettable, emotional experience.
The V65 hull is based on the Olesinski low deadrise
hull form, optimised for greater lift and less drag,
leading to lower planning speeds and greater
efficiency. Engine variants will offer power outputs
between 1150 -1400mhp producing estimated
maximum speeds of 32-38 knots.
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PROFILES

WHITE HULL

BLUE HULL
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EXTERIOR

Image shown with optional canopy styling blade in Sky Blue metallic
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EXTERIOR
C A N O P Y S T Y L I N G B L A D E - S TA N D A R D O P T I O N S

Amber metallic (optional)

Sky Blue metallic (optional)

Princess Blue metallic (optional)

V Class Grey metallic (Standard)

Electric Blue metallic (optional)

Upper aft section of engine air intake cover, canopy buttress above aft section of deckhouse glazing, cockpit headliner and sliding roof
with cover panel sprayed in Midnight Grey metallic. Forward lower section of engine air intake cover, canopy styling blade and cockpit
wetbar fascia spayed in V Class Grey metallic, with Midnight Grey styling line to wetbar.
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INTERIOR DESIGN

The Princess Design Studio is synonymous with the
creation of beautifully crafted interiors. Each element
of the V65 interior is designed with meticulous
attention to detail – both in terms of form and
function – and tailored to deliver creative, breath
taking solutions for the ultimate experience on
the water. Clean flowing lines, quiet tones, natural
materials and luxurious but simple finishes combine in
perfect harmony.
Instantly recognisable as a member of the V Class
range, the V65 utilises the same design ethos as
new models from both the V and S Class ranges through the same use of materials and timbers and by
retaining the same overall design integrity.
Careful attention has been paid to the transition
between exterior and interior main deck spaces. The
flowing lines of the cockpit headlining panels invite
you into the saloon and are complimented by the
continuation of the design and paint finish from the
cockpit bar onto the galley bar front, which forms
a gentle curve with an undercut chamfer to the
worktop, enhancing the light organic feel.
Familiar design accents such as her elegant exterior
upholstery with hand stitched contrast detailing, hand
laid directional veneers and soft angled geometry
furniture, recessed fashion lines through the internal
bulkheads and headlining, hand stitched helm seats
and ergonomically designed helm area reinforce
her as a worthy and exciting member of the V Class
range.
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I N T E R I O R - SA LO O N
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S TAT E R O O M
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L AY O U T S

Highlights of the Princess V65:
- Great balance of upper and lower 						
accommodation
- Sociable main deck layout
- Great handling and seakeeping, very quiet when
running
- Good visibility from helm - sitting or standing
- Transom area with hydraulic bathing platform
and tender garage with integrated tender launch
system

MAIN DECK

- Flexible deck saloon and cockpit arrangement 		
with retractable sunroof
- Foredeck seating and sunbathing area
- Fully equipped for entertaining with well 			
appointed cabins
- Panoramic windows to forward and master 			
cabins

LOWER DECK
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M A I N D E C K L AY O U T

Illuminated crown
logo on transom;
Sunbed aft

Galley with aft window
to cockpit; ceramic
4-zone hob, combination
microwave/convection
oven with grill, full
height fridge/freezer
(270L)

Saloon with
U-shaped sofa and
coffee table

Foredeck with seating
area and forward
sunbathing area
with cushions and
integrated adjustable
headrests

Reversible eletric anchor
winch with foredeck and
helm position controls;
Self-stowing (40kg)
Delta anchor with 40m
of chain

Electro-hydraulic raise/lower
teak laid bathing platform
(500kg S.W.L.); retractable
manual bathing ladder; hot
& cold transom shower;
220/240v support inlet
locker

Garage (to take
tender up to 3.3m)
with electro-hydraulic
door and tender
launch system with
electric winch

Cockpit with large
U-shaped seating/
dining area with
folding teak table
and folding director’s
chairs; Waterproof
speakers linked to
saloon sound system

L-shaped sofa
with folding
dining table

Side board unit
with bottle and
glass storage,
refrigerator,
icemaker, UHD LED
TV (49’’) - with 3D
capability

Twin helm seats
with fore and aft
adjustment and flip
seat for helmsman;
Helmsman
pantograph door to
side deck

Toughened glass screen
(clear for night vision);
windscreen wipers with
freshwater windscreen
wash
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L O W E R D E C K L AY O U T

Master stateroom with
large double bed and
drawers below; twin
bedside tables; dressing
table; sofa; 40” UHD
LED TV

Port guest cabin
with two single beds;
storage lockers and
drawers

En suite bathroom with
washbasin and solid
surface worktop; window
with opening porthole and
venetian blind; storage
lockers; tiled flooring

Forward stateroom
with large double
bed and drawers
below; dressing table;
deck hatch

Optional crew cabin
with single bed with
storage below, opening
porthole and altro non slip
safety flooring; en suite
bathroom with shower
with automatic pump out
and extractor fan (2 berth
layout available).

En suite bathroom with
washbasin and solid
surface worktop; window
with opening porthole and
venetian blind; storage
lockers; tiled flooring

Starboard guest cabin
with two single beds with
drawers below (with option
of double bed cenversion);
bedside table; storage
lockers and drawers

En suite bathroom with
washbasin and solid
surface worktop; window
with opening porthole and
venetian blind; storage
lockers; tiled flooring
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S P E C I F I C AT I O N

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS
Length overall (Incl. pulpit)

66’ 10”		

20.32 m

Length overall (excl. pulpit)

65’ 11”			20.03m

Beam

16’9’’			5.08m

Draft (at full load) approx

4’9’’			1.47m					

Displacement approx (lightship)

30.5 tonnes

Fuel capacity

4100 litres /902 gal / 1083 USG

Water capacity (Incl. calorifier)

873 litres / 192 gal / 230 USG

Hot Water calorifiers

73 litres/ 16 gallon / 19 USG

Black water tank

272 litres / 60 gal / 72 USG

ENGINES – DIESEL
MAN V8 (2 x 1200mhp)
MAN V12 (2 x 1400mhp)

		

Maximum speed – 33-35 knots†
Maximum speed – 36-38 knots†

† Speeds are given at half load condition with boat to standard specification and with no additional equipment on board. Speeds are estimated and given in good
faith but without warranty.
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DESIGN STUDIO COLLECTION

The Allure Collection is an optional pack crafted
to help style the vessel and to create an immersive

2. Foredeck carbon fibre sun awning in Anthracite grey

1. Upgraded transom step nosing to H125mm with
30mm overhang; Side deck step nosings to H75mm

experience aboard the yacht.
Designed to enthuse the senses and elevate the
overall ambiance of the vessel, the Allure Collection
will vary on different boat models so please refer to
page 32 for full details.

1

2

3
3. Canopy sprayed in ‘V’ Class Grey metallic (also optional white)
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DESIGN STUDIO COLLECTION

4-6. V Class quilting detail to Nero Black Leather (4)
Helm Seats with contrast piping and panelling in Destiny
Hickory Plus (5) and Gabardine Novasuede Madison
Grey (6)

4

7-8. All exterior upholstery in V Class styling - Met Ice (7) with Met Sterling (8)
contrast panelling and piping; All exterior cushions in reticulated foam (Please note:
this improves cushion drainage)

5

7

6

8

9

9

9

5. Includes additional deck level lights on side decks and transom. Pop up lanterns to transom area and underwater
lighting to transom and hull sides (please refer to page 32)
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DESIGN STUDIO COLLECTION CANOPY STYLING BLADE

Amber metallic (optional)

Sky Blue metallic (optional)

Princess Blue metallic (optional)

Electric Blue metallic (optional)

Pearl White metallic (Standard if canopy spray option is selected)
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DESIGN STUDIO COLLECTION

Low level deck lights - standard
Low level deck lights - upgrade
Cockpit overhang lights - standard
Illuminated crown - standard
Pop up lanterns - upgrade
Pin spot lights - upgrade
Underwater lights - upgrade
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DESIGN STUDIO COLLECTION
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